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Abstract. The question of whether a semantic model is suitable for the construction ofa modular 
proof system is studied in detail. The notion of one semantic model being a (full) abstraction of 
another semantic model with respect o a given class of properties i introduced, and is used in 
analyzing different semantic models for communicating processes. A trace model for communicat- 
ing processes i described and shown to be suitable for the construction ofa modular proof system 
in which partial correctness assertions about communicating processes can be expressed. 
1. Introduction 
The semantics of distributed systems has been a topic of intensive study in the 
last few years, reflecting the growing importance of these systems in real life. The 
purpose has been to gain a better understanding of the nature of distributed 
computing, by developing simple mathematical models for communicating processes 
(e.g. [3, 9, 15, 18]). Proof theories for distributed systems can then be constructed 
based on these semantic models, and the soundness and completeness of a proof 
theory can be shown with respect to the model upon which it is based. Proof theories 
have been designed for different classes of properties of distributed systems (e.g. 
[1, 6, 10, 16]). 
One of the basic aims in designing a theory of distributed systems has been to 
build modular proof systems, i.e. collections of proof rules by which the proof of 
a large system can be split up into independent subproofs of its subsystems. Most 
proof systems for sequential programs are modular, with Hoare's axiomatic system 
[11] being the classic example, and it seems reasonable that similar systems could 
be built for distributed systems. Some of the proof systems do in fact have this 
property, e.g. [8, 10, 16]. 
We consider in this paper the construction of modular proof systems from a 
semantic point of view. More precisely, we study the effect that the requirement of 
modularity has on the semantic model for which a modular proof system is desired. 
Given a specific semantic model, we may ask the following questions concerning 
its suitability for modular proof systems: 
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(i) Is it possible to build a modular proof system (of any kind) based on this 
model? 
(ii) Is it possible to build a modular proof system for a specific class of properties 
based on this model? 
(iii) How does this semantic model compare with other semantic models for the 
class of properties of interest, are there better models or is this model in some sense 
the best possible one? 
We consider these questions first in general, for any kind of programming con- 
structs. This will be done in Section 2. We give a precise definition of what constitutes 
a modular proof  system and give necessary conditions that a semantic model should 
satisfy, if a modular proof system is to be based upon it. We also define a relation 
between semantic models, essentially that of one model being an abstraction of the 
other model with respect o a given class of properties. The notion of a full abstraction 
for a given class of properties is introduced as formalizing the idea of a best possible 
semantics for a modular proof system with respect o a certain class of properties. 
The rest of the paper is concerned with applying the notions of Section 2 to the 
semantics of distributed systems. In Section 3 we describe one possible semantic 
model for distributed systems, an extension of Kahn's semantics [13] which allows 
nondeterrninistic process behaviour, and show that this semantic does not support 
a modular proof system for the same class of properties for which the original 
semantic model is adequate. In fact, we will show that this semantic model is not 
adequate for a modular proof system of any kind. The main purpose of this section 
is to Show that the requirement of modularity is non-trivial and can fail for some 
rather easonable looking semantic models. At the same time our analysis provides 
an explanation of the so-called 'merge-anomaly' described in [5]. 
In Section 4 we turn to another semantic model for distributed systems, the trace 
model [2, 9, 19]. The behaviour of a distributed system is in this model described 
in terms of the sequences of communication events that can be observed in the 
system. We describe a specific variant of this model, originally introduced in [2]. 
In order to describe the class of properties that we want to express in a proof 
theory for distributed systems, we need a model of 'real' distributed systems. An  
approximation of reality will be given in the form of another semantic model for 
distributed systems, referred to as the operational model, which is described in 
Section 5. This model is essentially a cruder version of the synchronization trees 
originally described by Milner [15]. 
In Section 6 we then apply the results of Section 2, by analyzing the suitability 
of the trace model for building modular proof systems for communicating processes. 
We show that a modular proof system can be built for a specific class of properties 
of distributed systems, characterized as 'partial correctness properties' [6], and that 
the trace model is in fact a full abstraction of the operational model for this class 
of properties. We also discuss some other models for communicating processes in 
this section, relating them to the framework of Section 2. 
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The results of Section 6 depend on a certain technical homomorphism property 
that holds between the trace model and the operational model. This property is 
proved in Section 7. We finish with some general remarks about he role of abstraction 
in semantics, in Section 8. 
2. Semantic models for modular proof systems 
Large systems are usually constructed in a hierarchical fashion, i.e. a system is 
composed out of a number of subsystems. The main reason for this is that the 
construction of the system becomes easier. It also opens up the possibility of giving 
modular proofs of correctness of such systems. This means that the proof of certain 
properties of the whole system is reduced to the proof of related properties of the 
components of the system. This reduction must be justified by a proof rule that 
guarantees that the system as a whole then has the desired properties. Proof of 
correctness of the system as a whole is thus split up into a number of independent 
subproofs, one for each component of the system. 
Hierarchical systems can be seen as forming an algebra A= (/A/, FA) with 
signature F. Here , /A /  is the set of possible systems, while FA is the collection of 
operations by which new systems in /A /  can be built out of old ones. Thus, if 
a l , . . . ,  an are systems in /A / ,  and fA is an operation in FA, then a =fA(a , . . . ,  an) 
is a new system, constructed out of the components a l , . . . ,  an. 
A proof system for A is built in order to show certain kind of properties of systems 
in A. Let us postulate a set of predicate symbols P, in terms of which these properties 
are expressed. The collection of predicates on A named by P is denoted PA. THUS, 
we are in fact studying a structure A = (/A/,  FA, PA), rather than just an algebra 
A = (/A/,  FA). A structure of this kind is said to have signature (F, P) (see, e.g., 
[14] for a discussion on structures of this kind). 
The fact that we are aiming at a modular proof system for the algebra A has the 
interesting (and somewhat surprising) consequence that the predicates in PA should 
all be unary. The motivation for this is the need to split up the proof of the whole 
system into a number of independent subproofs, one for each subcomponent. If we 
would allow binary or multiple argument predicates, then two or more subsystems 
would have to be investigated together to see whether they satisfy such a predicate. 
As the purpose of modularization mechanisms and modular proof systems is pre- 
cisely to avoid this kind of analysis, we should restrict ourselves to unary predicates 
only in designing a modular proof system. 
A classic example of a modular proof system is Hoare's axiomatization of partial 
correctness for sequential programs [11]. The proof rule for composition in this 
system is e.g. 
p{S}q,q{S'}r 
p{S ; S'}r 
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The proof of correctness for the composed statement S ; S is thus split up into two 
independent subproofs, one for the correctness of S and one for the correctness of 
S', with respect o a suitably chosen intermediate assertion q. 
We assume that a proof system is described as a collection of formulas of the form 
Q(al, . . . , a , )~Q' ( f (a l , . .  ., an)), 
n/> 0, where f is a function symbol (or constant) in F and Q and Q' are first-order 
formulas containing only predicate symbols in P. We assume that P only contains 
unary predicate symbols. 
Hoare's proof rules can e.g. be recast in this form as follows. We say that a 
program S satisfies property (p, q), i.e. (p, q)(S) holds, ifp{S}q. The proof rule for 
composition is then 
(p, q)(S) & (q, r ) (S ' )~(p,  r)(S ;S'). 
In defining the modular proof rules for the structure A, we essentially want to 
give a proof rule for each operation f in F, i.e. for each operation by which a new 
system is constructed out of given old ones. However, it is not necessarily true that 
such a proof rule can be given for every operation in F. Let us define the equivalence 
relation ~a on/A / ,  as follows: For a and a' in /A / ,  a --A a' iff pa(a) =pa(a') for 
every PA in PA- In other words, a and a' cannot be distinguished by any predicate 
in PA. 
Consider now the following situation: we have ai =A a~ for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, but for 
some fa in FA, fa(a~, . . . ,  an) ~afA(a~, . . . ,  am). Thus, although we cannot distin- 
guish the subcomponents by any predicate in PA, there is a predicate PA in PA by 
which the systems built from these indistinguishable components can be distin- 
guished. In this situation, we obviously cannot have any proof rule by which 
Pa(fA(al , . . . ,  a,)) can be proved (or disproved), as any proof rule must give 
pA(fa(al , . . . ,  an)) and pA(fA(a~,..., a')) the same truth value. 
The collection of predicates PA for the algebra A is said to be adequate if the 
situation described above is not possible, i.e. if -----'~A is a congruence in the algebra 
A. The algebra A is then said to be modular for the properties PA. Adequacy means 
that the class of properties tudied form a self-contained coherent aspect of the 
system, there being no need to go into other properties of systems than those in PA, 
when trying to establish any of the properties based on PA for a given system. 
The notion of adequacy can be extended to partial algebras, i.e. algebras where 
the operations may be partial functions. In that case, we require that if ai --=A a~, 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n and if a =fA(a l , .  • •, an) and a' =fA(a~,.. . ,  a')  are both defined, then 
a --A a' must hold. 
Rather than trying to build a modular proof system directly for the algebra 
A = ( /A/ ,  FA), one often first builds a model or abstraction B of A, where B is 
another F-algebra, which is intended to capture only those aspects of A that are 
relevant for the properties PA for which the proof system is to be built. A modular 
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proof system is then built for B. Soundness of the resulting proof system is established 
using model B rather than the original system A. The advantage of this method is 
that A usually has a lot of irrelevant details; they are abstracted away in the model 
B of A. 
We can now ask under what conditions this method is legal, i.e. what conditions 
should B satisfy so that soundness of proof rules in B implies that the proof rules 
are also sound in A. The converse should also be true, i.e. if a proof rule is sound 
in A, then it is also sound in B. This means that no possible proof rule is lost when 
going from A to B. Finally, we want adequacy to be preserved in the transition 
from A to B, i.e. PA is adequate for A if and only if PB (the corresponding properties 
in B) is adequate for B. These requirements motivate the following definitions. 
Let A and B be two (F, P)-structures. A function m:/A/ ->/B/  is a structure 
homomorphism  : A---> B, if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) m(fa(al,. . , an))=fB(m(al),..., m(an)) 
for any f in F and any a l , . . . ,  an in /A / .  
(ii) pA(ab.. . ,an)=pB(m(al), . . . ,m(an)) 
for any p in P and any a l , . . . ,  an in /A / .  
B is a homomorphic image of A, if there exists a surjective structure homomorphism 
m : A ~ B. The definition is extended to structures with partial operations, by requir- 
ing that for any f  in F, fA(al, . . . ,  an) is defined if and only i f fa(m(al) , . . . ,  m(an)) 
is defined, and in case both are defined, that condition (i) above holds. 
The above definitions relate two (F, P)-structures to each other. Let A and B 
now be two F-algebras and PA some collection of unary predicates indexed by P. 
We say that B is an PA-abstraction of A if there exists a collection of unary predicates 
PB on /B /  indexed by P such that the (F, P)-structure B= ( /B/,  FB, PB) is a 
homomorphich image of the (F, P)-structure A-- (/A/, FA, PA). Finally, we say that 
the F-algebra B is a full PA-abstraction of the F-algebra A, if --~ is the identity 
relation in /B / .  
A full PA-abstraction is, in a sense, the best possible model of an algebra A that 
we can have, when aiming at a modular proof system for the class of properties PA. 
It captures exactly that aspect of the original system that is relevant when studying 
the properties PA, without containing any irrelevant information. 
We list below three basic properties of abstraction that are important when 
building semantic models for a given class of properties. The proofs of these lemmas 
are all rather straightforward and are omitted for brevity. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  B is a PA-abstraction of A, then PA is adequate for A if and only if PB 
is adequate for B. 
Thus abstraction preserves adequacy, as we required above. Adequacy and abstrac- 
tion are related by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2. The class of properties PA is adequate for A if and only if there is a full 
Pa-abstraction of A. 
Finally, the next lemma shows that proving soundness in the abstraction rather 
than in the original model is a valid method. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  the structure B is a homomorphic image of the structure A, then A and 
B are elementary equivalent. 
The last result depends crucially on the fact that only unary predicates are 
permitted in P. If binary or multiple-argument predicates were allowed, then elemen- 
tary equivalence is not guaranteed anymore (the result does not hold if e.g. equality 
is permitted). (Adding the requirement that m is one-one restores the lemma: this 
requirement leads to the definition of isomorphism of structures in [14].) 
Our choice of definition of abstraction is motivated by a number of different 
reasons: We do not want to restrict ourselves olely to full abstractions, but want 
to consider also abstractions which do identify indistinguishable elements without 
still making all the identifications that are possible; we want to be certain that there 
actually exists an abstraction function from one semantic model to the other, and 
finally, we want the properties of interest in the original model to be preserved in 
the abstraction. 
If we restrict ourselves to only consider classes of properties PA which are adequate 
for the algebra A, then the quotient algebra A/=--A always exists and is a full 
PA-abstraction of A. In this case, we could give an alternative but equivalent 
definition of full PA-abstraction: B is a full PA-abstraction of A if and only if B is 
isomorphic to the quotient algebra A/--A. 
This approach does not, however, carry over to the definition of (general) PA- 
abstraction. If B is a PA-abstraction of A, then there exists a class of properties Pa 
on B, such that the quotient algebra B/=--B is isomorphic to the quotient algebra 
A/--A. The converse does not, however, necessarily hold, so the latter assertion is 
strictly weaker than the definition of abstraction that we have adopted. 
3. A non-modular semantic model for process nets 
We will illustrate the framework of the previous ection by describing a semantic 
model for networks of communicating processes (process nets) which does not 
support modular proofs: a generalization of Kahn's stream semantics [13] which 
allows nondeterministic process behaviour. (For a more detailed discussion on 
different approaches to generalizing Kahn's semantics, ee [4].) 
Processes in Kahn's model are interpreted as functions from input streams to 
output streams. This model is, however, valid only if the processes behave in a 
deterministic manner, in the sense that a specific configuration of input streams on 
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the input channels will always yield the same configuration of output streams on 
the output channels. Brock and Ackermann analyze in [5] the possibility of extending 
the stream approach to the cases where processes behave in a nondeterministic 
manner. A typical example is a process which nondeterministically merges two 
incoming streams to produce a single outgoing stream. A process would in this case 
be interpreted as a relation between input and output streams, rather than as a 
function from input streams to output streams. They show, however, that this 
approach is not feasible, by a construction that we will outline below (for full 
details, see [5]). 
They first describe two process nets R1 and R2, with input channels a and /3 
and output channels 1, and 8 (see Fig. 1). Let D~ stand for the set of possible (finite 
or infinite) streams on channel a, and similarly for D~, D~ and D~'. Let io(Ri) 
stand for the input-output stream relations for Ri, i=1 ,2 ,  i.e. io(Ri )~ 
~o to  D~ x D~ x D~ × Ds. The process nets R1 and R2 are constructed in such a way 
that io(R 1) = io(R2), i.e. both nets determine the same input-output stream relation. 
Fig. 1. Process nets R1 and R2. 
Next, another net Q, with one input and one output channel is given, and this 
net is connected to R1 and R2, to yield nets c(R1, Q) and c(R2, Q), where the 
output channel 8 of Ri is connected to the input channel of Q and the output 
channel of Q is connected to the input channel/3 of Ri (see Fig. 2). We now have 
that io(c(Ri, Q)) __ D~ x D~, i = 1, 2. The net Q is, however, chosen in such a way 
I T 
Fig. 2. Process nets c(R1, Q) and c(R2, Q). 
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that io(c(R1, Q)) # io(c(R2, Q)). In other words, although the process nets R1 and 
R2 determine the same input-output stream relation, they behave differently when 
embedded in a larger context, and this difference is reflected as a difference in the 
input-output stream relation of the combination. 
We can describe this example within the framework of the preceding section by 
considering the algebra A = ( /A / ,  F) of process nets, with the set of all process nets 
as car r ie r /A /  and the composition of process nets by connecting input channels 
to output channels (denoted above by c) as the operations F Let Pu~ ..... un.~ ..... vm(Q), 
where Q is a process net with n input and m output channels, assert that it is 
possible for process net Q at some point to have read the input strings ul ,  . . . ,  un 
and written the output strings v 1 , . . . ,  vm. Let PA denote the class of all such 
properties. The above example then shows that PA is not adequate for the algebra 
A of process nets: we have R1 --A R2 but c(R1, Q) ~g~a c(R2, Q), i.e. c is not a 
congruence. In other words, we cannot build a modular proof system for process 
nets based on input-output stream relations alone. 
Lemma 2.2 then implies that there is no full Pa-abstraction of the process algebra 
A. More specifically, the function io above, mapping process nets into input-output 
stream relations, does not yield a PA-abstraction of A. This follows from the fact 
that an abstraction based on this function, if it existed, would be a full PA-abstraction. 
We can in fact show an even stronger esult: The function io cannot be used to 
build a PA-abstraction for any choice of PA. This follows also directly from the 
example above: We have io(R1)= io(R2), but io(c(R1, Q) )# io(c(R2, Q)). Thus 
we cannot define any function c' on the set of possible input-output stream relations 
that corresponds to the connection operator on process nets. For any choice of c', 
we have c'(io(R1), io (Q) )= c'(io(R2), io(Q)), which implies that 
io(c(R1, Q))=c'( io(R1), io(Q)) 
= c'(io(R2),io(Q))=io(c(R2, Q)), 
contradicting the result above, i.e. io is not a homomorphism for any choice of c'. 
4. A trace model for process nets 
We describe here a trace model for process nets originally introduced in [2]. It 
is a variant of the trace model described in [9], the main difference being the method 
of channel naming and channel connections. 
Let CC be a fixed set of channel constants. To each c e CC is associated a set 
D(c) of possible values. A channel name is a nonempty set of channel constants, 
ac__CC, such that for every c, c'~a, D(c)=D(c') .  We denote by D ~ the set of 
possible values associated with the channel constants in a. A message on channel 
a is a pair (a, d), where d ~ D". We write D(a) for the set of all messages on 
channel a. We will usually write d"  for the message (a, d). 
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A process ignature A is a nonempty collection of pairwise disjoint channel names. 
We write [A] for U A, the set of all channel constants in the signature A. If A is 
a signature, then D(A)= U {D(a) la  ~ A} denotes the set of all messages that can 
be transmitted on the channels in A. 
A process P with signature A is a nonempty prefix-closed subset of D(A)*. We 
write IPI for the signature A of P. An element p ~ P describes one way in which the 
process P can interact with its environment: The .messages transmitted on the 
channels of P are recorded in p, in the order in which the communications took 
place (the elements of P are called traces). The set of all processes with signature 
A is denoted Proc(A). 
We define two operations on processes, by which we can build process nets out 
of simpler ones. First, we have an operation by which channels can be hidden. Let 
A and B be signatures. Define the projection operation ~'(A, B) : D(A) --> D(B)* by 
~(a n [B] ,  y) if a c~ [B] ~ B, 
T' (A,  B)(a, y)= ! 
(the empty string otherwise. 
We extend this function to a string homomorphism ~r(A, B): D(A)*--> D(B)*. 
Finally we extend it to processes by defining ~r(A, B):Proc(A)--> Proc(B) by 
¢r(A, B)( P) = {or(A, n)(p) lp e P} 
for all P e Proc(A). (Actually, we will only use projection ¢r(A, B) if there exists a 
signature injection from A to B. However, we prefer to describe the main ideas of 
the model without introducing this notion here. A precise definition of signature 
injections is given in Section 7.) 
Lemma 4.1. Projection is a well-defined mapping between processes. 
Our main operation is parallel composition of process nets by connecting channels 
together. For simplicity, we only consider the composition of two processes achieved 
by connecting one channel in each together here. Our results, however, also hold 
for a general composition operation, allowing two or more processes to be connected 
together by two or more channel connections, as defined in [2]. 
As Hoare [9], we do not differentiate between input and output channels (in fact, 
the same channel can be used both for input and output, or purely for synchroniz- 
ation). We will not, however, allow two channels of the same process to be connected 
to each other. 
Let Pc  Proc(A) and Q~ Proc(B) and assume [A]n  [B] =0 (thus guaranteeing 
that no connections between the two processes have been made). Let a ~ A and 
/3 e B be such that D ~ = D e. The composition of P and Q by channels a and/3 is 
a process 
R= PQ[a :/3], 
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with signature 
C = A u B u {a u /3}-{a,  fl}. 
We thus substitute the composite name t~ u/3 for t~ and/3 (this is the reason for 
using sets as channel names). We use the notation AB[ot :/3] for the new signature 
C. The composite process R is then defined as 
R= ~r(C, A) - ' (  P) c~ ~r(C, B)-~( Q). 
Thus r ~ R if and only if the projection of r to IPI belongs to P and the projection 
of r to [QI belongs to Q. This is essentially the definition of composition used in [6, 9]. 
Lemma 4.2. Process composition is a well-defined mapping between processes. 
The above definitions fix the model B --- ( /B / ,  FB) that we use, and which we will 
refer to as the trace model. Our main purpose is to show that this model is a full 
abstraction of process nets. For this purpose, we must also describe the 'real" algebra 
of process nets. This is the topic of the next section. 
5. An operational model of process nets 
We choose the model of synchronization trees [15] as our starting point, when 
attempting to define a more realistic model for process nets. The main difference 
between the trace model above and the synchronization tree model used by Milner 
is the possibility of internal nondeterminism, odelled in the synchronization tree 
by the possibility of having internal transitions ~-. 
Consider, as an example, the process R of Fig. 3, which can make an internal 
nondeterministic transition. R starts by making an internal nondeterministic choice 
between two possible communication behaviours (the left and fight subtree). If it 
b 
b b c 
C 
process R process Q 
Fig. 3. Processes with and without internal transitions. 
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chooses the left behaviour, it can engage in communication b and then in communica- 
tion c, if it chooses the fight behaviour, it can only engage in communication b. 
As the trace semantics only takes into account he set of possible communication 
event sequences, R will have the same trace semantics as the process Q of Fig. 3. 
The set of all possible communication sequences for both R and Q is {e, (b), (b, c)}. 
The difference between the two processes i that R can deadlock after communicating 
b, while Q cannot deadlock at this point. 
We can model internal nondeterminism in another way, by making a distinction 
between internal, hidden channels of a process and external, visible channels. In 
composing two processes, only externally visible channels are allowed to be con- 
nected. The difference, as compared to synchronization trees, is that in the former 
it is only indicated that an internal transition may take place, while in the model 
we use, the specific internal communication events that are the cause of these internal 
transitions are also indicated. The same external behaviours can be modelled by 
these two models, but ours is cruder: There may be many different process nets 
with the same external behaviour. However, our model has the advantage that it is 
very closely related to the trace model, making the abstraction proofs easier. 
The above discussion leads to the following operational model for process nets. 
An extended signature is a pair (A, A'), where both A and A' are signatures and 
A ~ A'. (Actually, we will also allow extended signatures where A' is not a pure 
superset of A; rather, we will only require that there is a signature injection from 
A to A'.) Here A is the set of external channel names, while A' is the set of all 
channel names. Thus A ' -A  is the set of internal channel names. The extended 
signature (A, A) corresponds to the usual signature A (there are no internal channel 
names). 
A process of signature (A, A') is simply an element of Proc(A'). The set of all 
processes with Signature (A, A') will be denoted by Proc(A, A'). Let P ~ Proc(A, A') 
and Q e Proc(B, B'). The parallel composition of P and Q is only allowed by 
channels a ~ A and fl ~ B. The signature of the composition R = PQ[t~ :/3] is (C, C'), 
where 
C=Au Bu{auf l} -{ t~, /3}=AB[ot  :/3] 
and 
C'= A' u B' u {a u /3}-{a, /3}= A'B'[ot : /3], 
while R is 
R = ~r( C', A ' ) - ' (P )  c~ 7r(C', B ' ) - ' (Q) .  
The operation of hiding is also defined for processes with extended signatures. 
If P is a process in Proc(A, A'), then restricting the visible channels of P to B only 
means that the signature of P is changed to (B, A'), without changing the set of 
traces of P. (As in the case of the projection function before, this operation will 
only be allowed if there is a signature injection from B to A.) 
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6. The trace model is a ful l  abstraction 
The trace model and the operational model were introduced above in a somewhat 
informal manner. Here we now show how to describe these two models in the 
framework of Section 2. As a first step, we have to make an algebra out of each 
model. Both models will be F-algebras, where F consists of two kinds of operations, 
the unary operations extA, A some signature, and the binary operations conn~.~, 
where a and/3 are channel names. The operation eXta(P) will hide all channels of 
process P except hose of signature A, while the operation conn~.~ (P, Q) will connect 
channel a in P to channel fl in Q. 
Consider first the trace model. This is described as the algebra PB = ( /PB/ ,  Fen), 
where /PB /  is the set of all pairs (P, A), such that P is an element of Proc(A). 
Thus, a process in this model is explicitly tagged with its signature. The operation 
eXta is defined by 
exts((P, a)) = (Tr(A, B)(P), B), 
where A must be an extension of B (i.e. there exists a signature injection from B 
to A, see the next section). The operation conn,,.~ is again defined by 
conn~.~ ((P, A), ( Q, B)) =(PQ[a :/3], AB[a :/3]), 
where the operation is defined when A and B satisfy the requirements on composition 
stated in the preceding section. 
Consider then the operational model. This is again described by an algebra 
PA = ( /PA / ,  FeA), where /PA/  is the set of all triples (P, A, A'), such that P is an 
element of Proc(A, A'). Thus, as in the previous algebra, each process is tagged 
with its (extended) signature. The operation extA is here defined by 
exts((P, A, A'))= (P, B, A'), 
where A must be an extension of B. The operation conn~.~ is again defined by 
conn,~.~ ( (P, A, A'), ( Q, B, B') ) = (R, C, C'), 
where 
R = PQ[a : fl], 
C = AB[a :/3], 
C'= A'B'[a : /3]. 
Again, the signatures of P and Q must be such that the composition is defined, as 
required in the previous section. 
Both these algebras are partial, as neither hiding nor composition of process nets 
is defined for every possible argument. Having now defined the algebras PA and 
PB, we must define the modelling function m:/PA/~/PB/ .  Essentially, this func- 
tion will model a process with possible internal nondeterminism by its externally 
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observable communication event sequences. More precisely, the modelling function 
is defined by 
m((P, A, A'})= (~-(A', A)(P), A). 
We now turn to the problem of showing that the trace model is a full abstraction 
of the operational model with hidden channels. First we must state what exactly 
are the properties abstracted in the trace model. Intuitively, the properties we are 
interested in describe the possible interactions of a process with its environment, 
achieved by communicating through its external channels. We will allow two kinds 
of questions about a process in /PA/ :  (i) is a an external channel of the process, 
and (ii) is p a possible sequence of external communication events by the process. 
More formally, we have the two properties 
r~((P, A, A')) = (t~ ~ A), 
qp((P, A, A')) = (p ~ 7r(A', A)(P)). 
Thus, the properties in PPA only refer to the external appearance of the processes 
in /PA/ .  
The definition of PPA above determines PPa, as m is already fixed. We define the 
class of properties Ppa to consist of the properties r~ and qp in /PB/ ,  defined by 
r~(m((P, A, A')) = r~ ((P, A, A')), 
qp(m((P, A, A'))= qp((P, A, A')), 
for each (P, A, A') in /PA / .  This defines the properties in PPB for each element in 
/PB/ ,  as m is surjective. It is also easy to check that PpB is well-defined. 
Thus, to show that PB is a PpA-abstraction of PA, it is sufficient to show that m 
is a homomorphism with respect o the operations extA and conn~.a. This is estab- 
lished by the following theorem, the proof of which is postponed to Section 7. 
Theorem 6.1. m : PA-~ PB is a homomorphism. 
Finally, it is straightforward to show that, if PB is a PpA-abstraction of PA, it is 
a full abstraction. Assume that (P, A) and (Q, B) are indistinguishable by any 
property in PPB. Then, by the definition of PPB, this means that the external channels 
are the same, i.e. A = B, and that also the traces are the same, i.e. P = Q. Hence, 
(P, A) = (Q, B), i.e. indistinguishability in PB coincides with identity. Thus, we have 
our main result. 
Theorem 6.2. The trace model PB is a full abstraction of the operational model PA 
for the properties PPA. 
In our discussion of the operational semantics of process nets we emphasized 
that deadlock is expressible in this model, although it is not expressible in the trace 
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model. We also noted that the operational model is in some sense a cruder model 
of Milner's synchronization tree model. We can now make a more precise formulation 
of these observations, in the framework of Section 2. 
Let us add to the class of properties PPA above properties of the form dp((P, A, A')), 
saying that process P can deadlock after trace p, 
d,((P, A, A')) =p is a maximal trace in P. 
Let P;A be the resulting class of properties of PA. The fact that the trace model 
cannot express the possibility of deadlock is then stated by the observation that the 
trace model PB is not a P~,A-abstraction f PA, although it is a PpA-abstraction of 
PA. The proof of this result is essentially a restatement of the discussion about the 
processes R and Q of Fig. 3; if PB would be a P~A-abstraction of PA, we would 
have that 
true= db( R ) = db(m( R ) ) = db(m( Q) ) = db( Q) = false, 
a contradiction. 
Our second observation concerned the relationship between our operational model 
and the synchronization tree model of Milner. The remark that the operational 
model is 'cruder' than the synchronization tree model means that the latter is a 
P~,A-abstraction of PA. This abstraction is not, however, full, as two or more 
successive internal transitions are indistinguishable in P~,A from a single intemal 
transition. 
The relationship between the three models discussed here is shown in Diagram 1. 
operational model 
P~,A-abstraction PpA-abstraction 
synchronization trees 
trace model 
Diagram 1. Operational model and synchronization trees. 
In a recent paper [17], Olderog and Hoare give an overview and systematization 
of the different race based semantic models that have been proposed for distributed 
systems. They show that the trace model fits into a hierarchy of models, which also 
includes previously described models such as the failure model [12], the readiness 
model [7] and a new model, the divergence model, introduced in that paper. They 
define a notion of consistency and weak consistency for semantic models of com- 
municating processes, which has some similarity to the notion of full abstraction 
defined here. The failure model, the readiness model and the divergence model are 
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all shown to be consistent, while the trace model is only weakly consistent. (The 
models described in their paper are more powerful than ours, as there are more 
operations defined, and in addition, recursive definitions are allowed.) 
From the consistency results proved in [17] it follows that the failure model, the 
readiness model and the divergence model all are full abstractions of the operational 
semantics introduced in Section 5, each for a different class of properties. (Actually, 
these models are shown to be full abstractions of a more abstract model than the 
operational semantics, consisting of the observational equivalence classes of syn- 
chronization trees.) 
The trace semantics defined in [ 17] is different from the one defined in thispaper, 
as it includes special constants for the process that stops immediately (stop) and 
the process that immediately gets caught in an infinite internal computation and 
therefore never communicates with its environment (div). In addition, recursive 
definition of processes are permitted. The possibility of divergence cannot, however, 
be expressed with traces alone, so the trace semantics i too weak to give a satisfactory 
semantics for this language. In [17] this is shown by an argument that essentially 
proves that their trace semantics is not an abstraction of the synchronization tree 
semantics with observational equivalence. This is their main motivation for introduc- 
ing the divergence model, which strengthens the trace model so that divergence can 
be expressed and provides a model that is an abstraction of synchronization trees. 
7. Proof of homomorphism 
The proof that the abstraction function is a homomorphism is somewhat compli- 
cated, and requires ome preliminary definitions and lemmas. The proof of most of 
these lemmas are omitted. 
Definition 7.1. Let A and B be signatures. B is an extension of A, in symbols A ~< B, 
if there exists an injective function f :  A--> B such that a c_f(a) for all a ~ A. Such 
a function f is called a signature injection. 
The definition of extension is a generalization of the subset relation between 
signatures, i.e. if A__q B, then A<~ B. Also, if C =AB[a  :fl], then A<~ C and B<~ C 
both hold. The basic properties of signature injections are stated in the next lemma. 
Lemma 7.2. (i) There exists at most one signature injection between any two signatures. 
(ii) Composition of two signature injections is a signature injection. 
(iii) <~ is a partial order between signatures. 
A somewhat surprising consequence of Lemma 7.2 is that every well-defined 
diagram of signatures and signature injections commutes. This fact will be of central 
importance in the proof of the main theorem here. 
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Let f :  A-> B be a signature injection. The projection homomorphism induced by 
f is the extension of the function or(f) : D(B) --> D(A)*, 
~(f- l(a),  d) if a ~f(A) ,  
7g(f)(o~, d) / 
Lthe empty string otherwise, 
to a string homomorphism 7r(f) : D(B)* -~ D(A)*. 
The projection operation in Section 4 can now be defined precisely using the 
concept of a projection homomorphism. Let A and B be signatures such that B ~< A. 
Then, by Lemma 7.2 there exists a unique signature injection f :  B ~ A. We can thus 
define the projection operation 7r(A, B) : A-~ B to be 7r(f). 
Lemma 7.3. Let f :  A ~ B and g: B ~ C be signature injections. Then for the projection 
homomorphisms we have 
~.(g of )= 7r(f)o 7r(g) 
(i.e., ~r is a contravariant functor). 
Lemma 7.3 thus states that the composition of projections equals the projection 
induced by the composite signature injection. This implies that all well-defined 
projection homomorphism diagrams also commute. 
We are now ready for a proof of the main theorem. We will show the theorem 
relative to a lemma, the proof of which will occupy us for the rest of this section. 
We recall Theorem 6.1: m" PA-> PB is a homomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We first show the homomorphism property for the function 
exta. We have to show that for any element (P, A, A') in /PA / ,  for any B<~ A, 
m(exts((P, A, A')))= ext~(m((P, A, a'))). 
The left-hand side will be equal to 
m((P, B, A'))= (~r(A', B)(P), B) 
by the definitions, while the right-hand side is equal to 
extB((~'(A', A)(P), A)) 
= (~r(A, B)(Tr(A', A)(P)), B) 
=(~r(A',B)(P),B), 
i.e., exts and m commute. The last step is justified as follows: Let f :  B--> A 
and g:A-> A' be the signature injections which exist by the assumptions. Then 
g of:B-->A' is a (unique) signature injection. Hence, ~r(A,B)(Tr(A',A)(P))= 
~r(f)(Tr(g)(P))= ¢r(g of (p ) )= ¢r(A', B)(P), by Lemma 7.3. 
To prove the homomorphism condition for connection of process nets, we must 
establish that whenever the connection a- fl is legal between the extended signatures 
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(A, A') and (B, B'), we have that 
m(conn~,~ ((P, A, A'), (Q, B, B'))) 
= conn~,~(m((P, A  A')), m((Q, B, B'))). 
The left-hand side is equal to 
m((R, C, C')) = (~(C' ,  C)(R),  C), 
where R = PQ[a" fl], C = AB[a"/3] and C' = A'B'[a : fl]. The right-hand side is 
again equivalent to 
conn~,~ ((~r(A', A)( P), A), (Tr( B', B)( Q), B)) 
=(Tr(A',A)(P)Tr(B', B)(Q)[a" fl], C). 
Thus, the homomorphism condition will hold, if 
¢r(C', C)(R) = ~(A' ,A) (P)Tr (B ' ,B) (Q)[a ' f l ]  
holds. The proof of this is postponed to Lemma 7.7. [] 
The proof of Lemma 7.7 requires some auxiliary definitions and lemmas, which 
we now proceed to give. 
Definition 7.4. Let A, B and C be any signatures. A and B are disjoint extensions 
of C, if there exist signature injections f :  C--> A and g" C--> B and furthermore, if
a e A and/3 ~ B and a n/3 ~ 0, then a ~f (C) , /3  ~ g(C) and f - l (a )  = g- l ( /3 ) .  
Intuitively, disjoint extensions of a signature are two extensions of it which do 
not interfere with each other. 
The following lemma states that disjoint extensions can be united to a common 
signature. 
Lemma 7.5. Assume that A and B are disjoint extensions of C, with signature injections 
f :  C --> A and g : C --> B. Then there exists a signature E and signature injections h : A --> E 
and k" B-> E such that for any p ~ D( A ) * and q ~ D( B ) * such that ¢r(f)(p) = ¢r(g)(q), 
there exists an s ~ D(E)* such that ~r(h)(s)=p and 7r(k)(s)= q. 
Proof. Notice first that for a ~ A there is at most one/3 ~ B such that a n/3 = 0, by 
the definition of disjoint extensions. Define 
E ={a ~ AJa n/3 =0 for all/3 ~ B} 
u{/3 ~ Bin  n/3 =0 for all tr cA} 
u{au/3la~A,/3~B, a n/3 =0}, 
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and the injection h : C -~ E by 
1 if a n /3 = O for all /3 ~ B, 
h (a)  = u/3 where a n/3 ~ 0, otherwise, 
and k likewise. 
The existence of s ~ D(E)* is shown by induction on (length of p )+ (length of 
q). The case p = q -- e is trivial. By symmetry we can for the induction step assume 
that p=p'(a,  d). We have two cases. In the first case z r ( f ) (p )= 7r(f)(p') ,  i.e. 
7r(f)((a, d)) = e. Thus a ~f (C)  and therefore a c~/3 = 0 for all/3 ~ B. As zr(f)(p') = 
zr(f)(p) = zr(g)(q), we have by the induction assumption an s'~ D(E)* such that 
7r(h)(s')=p' and ~r(k)(s')=q. Letting s=s ' (a ,d )  we have 7r(h)(s)=p and 
7r(k)(s) =q, as desired. 
In the second case zr( f ) (p)  = 7r ( f ) (p ' ) ( f - l (a ) ,  d). Thus 7r(g)(q) = 
1r ( f ) (p ' ) ( f - l (a ) ,  d) and q= q'(/3, d) for some q' and /3 such that ~r(g)(q')= 
7r(f)(p') and g-1(/3) =f -~(a) .  Applying the induction assumption to p' and q' gives 
us an s"~ D(E)* such that 7r(h)(s") =p' and ~r(k)(s") = q'. As g-1(/3) =f- l (a ) ,  we 
have a c~/3 ~ 0, since g-1(/3) c_/3 and f '- l(ol~) C___ £]1~. Letting s = s"(a u/3, d), we have 
zr(h)(s) =p and ~r(k)(s)= q. [] 
Lemma 7.6. Let ( A, A') and (B, B') be two extended signatures and let a : fl be a 
permissible channel connection between these. Let C = AB[ a : fl ] and C' = A' B'[ a : fl ]. 
We then have the following properties: 
(i) A<~C and B<~C. 
(ii) A'<~ C' and B'<~ C'. 
(iii) C ~< C'. 
(iv) C and A' are disjoint extensions of A. 
(v) C and B' are disjoint extensions of B. 
Lemma 7.7. Let the signature and channel connection be as in the previous lemma. 
Let P' be a process of signature (A, A') and Q' a process of signature (B, B'). Let 
R '=P'Q' [a : f l ] ,  and let P=~r(A' ,A)(P') ,  Q=Tr(B' ,B)(Q')  and g=PQ[a : f l ] .  
Then 
R= Tr(C', C)(R'). 
Proof. Let the signature injections given by Lemma 7.6 be named as in Fig. 4. 
Our task is to prove that R = ~(h)(R').  Proving that 7r(h)(R') c_ R is quite easy. 
Let re 7r(h)(R'), i.e. r = ¢r(h)(r') for some r 'e R'. Then by the definition of process 
composit ion we have zr(k)(r') ~ P' and 1r(1)(r') ~ Q', and so 
1r(f)(~(k)(r'))e P and ~r(g)(Ir(1)(r'))e Q. 
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k 1 
A' ~. C' .~ B' 
f h g 
g J ~ C ~ B 
i j 
Fig. 4. Signature injections in Lemma 7.6. 
As the projection homomorphisms commute, we have 
7r(f)( g (  k )( r') ) = 7r( i)( ~r( h )( r') ) = ~r( i)( r) e P, 
7r(g )( ~(  1 )( r') ) = 7r(j)( 7r( h )( r') ) = ~r(j)( r) e Q, 
which, again by the definition of process composition, implies that r • R = PQ[a  :/3]. 
To prove that R c 7r(h)(R'),  assume that r • R. Letting p = ~r(i)(r) and q = 7r(j)(r)  
we have p • P and q • Q. Thus there exists p '•  P' and q 's  Q' such that p = , r ( f ) (p ' )  
and q = ~r(g)(q'). We next apply Lemma 7.5 twice: (i) to disjoint extensions A' and 
C of A and traces p' and r, and (ii) to disjoint extensions B' and C of B and traces 
q' and r. This gives us signatures A" and B" together with signature injections 
f '  : A'  -> A", i' : C --> A", g : B' --> B" and j ' :  C --> B". The situation is described in Fig. 
5. (The arrows f",  g" and the signature C" are discussed below.) 
By Lemma 7.5, there are elements p"•  D(A")*  and q"• D(B")* ,  such that 
• r( i ' )(p") = p', ~r(j')(q") = q', 
, r ( f ' ) (p")  = r, ~r(g')(q") = r. 
We now have that both A" and B" are disjoint extensions of C (the proof  of  this 
is omitted here). Applying Lemma 7.5 again, to A", B" and the traces p" and q", 
then gives a signature C" and the signature injections f" :  A"--> C" and g": B"--> C", 
as shown above. There also exists an element r" in D(C")*  such that 
7r(f")(r") =p"  and 7r(g")(r") = q". 
Moreover, it can be shown that C" = C'. (The proof of this is also omitted here.) 
Thus r" • D(C ' ) *  and we have 
or( h )(r") = ~( f ' ) (  ~'(f")(r")) = zr(f ' )(p") = r, 
so re  1r(h)(R') ,  thus establishing the lemma. [] 
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C Ig 
! 
±' j '  
A' ~ A" B" ~, B ' 
f g 
A ~ C ~,~ B 
i j 
Fig. 5. Signature injections of Lemma 7.7. 
Thus, having established Lemma 7.7, Theorem 6.1 is also proved, and hence, our 
main result, that the trace semantics i a full abstraction of the operational semantics, 
is established. 
8. Concluding remarks 
One of the main insights we hope to have conveyed in this paper is that the notion 
of abstraction is relative to the class of properties that we want to capture in a 
model. The same model can be suitable for a modular proof system intended to 
express one class of properties, while unsuitable for some other class of properties. 
Hence, there is no unique best model for a given class of programming constructs, 
the choice of model depends on what properties we are interested in. However, if 
the class of properties is given, then a full abstraction of these properties is usually 
the best, as it contains the least amount of redundant information. 
The last remark is not, however, without qualifications. Given the class of proper- 
ties PA of interest in a model A, the quotient algebra A/~A induced by the 
corresponding indistinguishability relation --=A is always a full abstraction, provided 
that the relation is a congruence. This construction does not, however, provide any 
essential simplification of the original model, and cannot therefore be considered 
much more useful than the original model. A model which is not a full abstraction, 
but still abstracts the original model with respects to the properties of interest, might 
be much more useful and conceptually simpler than this mathematical construction. 
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Hence, a restriction to full abstractions only might be too severe and counter 
productive, as it might deprive us of some simple and useful conceptual models. 
These observations are supported by the experience gained in constructing seman- 
tic models for communicating processes. The trace model is, e.g., rather weak in 
expressive power, but is perfectly well suited for the class of partial correctness 
properties. The more expressive models, such as the readiness model and the failure 
model, are better suited as models when the possibility of divergence and deadlock 
should be considered, but are also more complicated. An example of a useful 
semantic model which is not a full abstraction is again provided by the synchroniz- 
ation trees. These provide a simple and mathematically convenient model of process 
behaviour, without being fully abstract with respect o external observations. 
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